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WELCOME
UN
BOUND
Liberating Women

Haere mai and welcome to the Costume and Textile
Association of New Zealand's 2018 symposium,
Unbound: Liberating Women. Welcome to our great
small city of Dunedin and a weekend in which we
acknowledge the 125th anniversary of women's
suffrage in New Zealand.
Many thanks to our hosts, the Otago Polytechnic,
Te Kura Matatini ki Otago. We love and support
their commitment to collaboration and
sustainability.
We hope you enjoy your southern weekend and if
you are staying a little longer, that you are able to
enjoy some of the other textile-related events on in
town.
If you need help or more information, just ask
someone wearing a coloured lanyard, or check the
information posted online at:
http://costumeandtextile.co.nz/dressaddress-blog/
Have a great time.
Unbound Organising Committee
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When you have finished using this programme, please
recycle in the appropriate receptacle provided.

Wifi

Free Wifi is available at the Otago Polytechnic
during the weekend. Use OP GUEST
(no password required).
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ONE DAY POP UP STORE
INCLUDING A RANGE OF CLOTHING,
TEXTILES, JEWELLERY, ACCESSORIES
AND MORE!
DESIGNED AND CRAFTED BY OTAGO
POLYTECHNIC STUDENTS, GRADUATES
AND FRIENDS :)
OTAGO POLYTECHNIC, H BLOCK
GROUND FLOOR
SATURDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
10AM-4PM
CASH ONLY
ATM AVAILABLE ON SITE
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ANOTEON
SUSTAINABILITY
We have been inspired by Eden, our
in-house cafe, who provide reusable vintage
crockery as a viable alternative to single-use
cups.
We have collected pre-loved Crown Lynn,
Temuka and other ceramics for you to use
this weekend.
Each delegate has a cup, and a teacloth in
their symposium bag.
These are yours, to use while here, and to
keep when you leave. Dishwashing facilities
and hot water can be found at the south end
of the Hub.
Should you not need an extra cup at home,
Eden Cafe are happy to continue to use your
cup after you leave.
We have provided everyone with a
wood-cased pencil. A table mounted
sharpener is in the Hub for your use.
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MATS204
Treasure or Trash:
Sustainability of
Materials
Taught by Distance and on the Dunedin Campus

otago
summer
school
Te Kura Raumati

7 January – 15 February 2019
summerschool.otago.ac.nz
Information Line 0800 80 80 98
facebook.com/OtagoSummerSchool

DR JANE MALTHUS

Jane Malthus is a dress historian based in Dunedin, whose research
practice centres on social and cultural intersections and implications of
dress and textiles worn and used by nineteenth and twentieth
century New Zealanders. Until recently she has taught fashion history
and textile culture at Otago Polytechnic and the University of Otago.
Jane's background of publication, curation and conference presentations
is formidable. She is also a past president of CTANZ and has been a
member since the association was founded.

NINA TONGA
Curator Pacific Art, Museum of New
Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa

Exploring Woman as Warrior:

Nina Tonga is Curator Pacific Art at the Museum of New Zealand
Te Papa Tongarewa. She is from the villages of Vaini and Kolofo'ou in
Tonga and was born and raised in New Zealand. Nina specialises in
contemporary Pacific art and is a doctoral candidate in Art History at
the University of Auckland. Her exhibitions include Koloa et al (2009)
at Fresh Gallery Otara, Home AKL (2012) at Auckland Art Gallery Toi
o Tiimaki, Tonga i Onopooni (2014) at Pataka Art+ Museum,
Tivaevae: Out of the Glory Box (2015) and Pacific Sisters: Fashion
Activists (2018) at Te Papa. She is currently curator for the Honolulu
Biennial 2019.

Changeability of Dress, Bodies and Sexualities
In the early 1990s Christchurch artist
Christine Webster created Black
Carnival, a series of life-size
Cibachrome photographs shot in
Dunedin between 1991-1993. The
series was provocative exploring
themes of gender ambiguity, eroticism,
fantasy and masquerade. In this paper
we discuss the rationale for using an
image from Webster's Black Carnival
series as a prompt for Unbound: The
Exhibition which sought proposals
exploring the fluidity of Dress, Bodies
and Sexualities. Unpacking Webster's

image, we discuss how artists selected
for the exhibition have responded in
diverse, yet simultaneously cohesive
ways, to this image, unbinding and
opening up new discourses on gender,
bodies and sexualities. Discourses,
we suggest, the original suffragettes,
had they been alive today, would have
engaged with.
Bell and Smith curated Unbound: The
Exhibition to coincide with the 18 th
National Costume and Textiles
Symposium.

Dr. Natalie Smith is a teaching fellow in the Department of Sociology, Gender and Social
Work and an independent scholar. Her research interests lie in the art - fashion nexus.
Victoria Bell is Undergraduate Programmes Coordinator and Studio Coordinator Textiles at The Dunedin School of Art at Otago Polytechnic. Her research touches upon
postcolonialism, feminism, and the ethics of animal representation.

For about a thousand years it was
customary amongst Han Chinese to
bind the feet of young girls to deter
growth and to reshape the feet to
conform to the ideal shape of a lotus
flower bud. This very painful and
damaging process was performed
between the ages of 3 or 4 to 12 years
by the mother, grandmother or a
local woman foot binder. The shoes
made to fit the tightly bandaged feet
were admired for their small size and
beauty of fine stitching and colourful
silks. These were often displayed at the
bride's wedding.

When the northern Manchu became
the rulers of China in 1644, they
maintained their own 'unbound'
tradition. The Han, however,
continued foot binding until it was
banned in the early 20th century.
We will illustrate the talk with
examples from both cultural traditions
from the collections of the Otago
Museum.

Margery Blackman is a Dunedin weaver with an interest in costume and textiles.
Formerly Honorary Curator of Ethnographic Textiles at Otago Museum. Margery
curated the 1998 exhibition and publication: Emperor's Court to Village Festival:
Chinese Costume and Textiles from the Collection of the Otago Museum. She is
currently continuing her study of historic Maori tiiniko structures.
Moira White is Curator, Humanities at the Otago Museum, Dunedin. Her principal
research areas involve the material culture collections of museums (including textiles)
and their contexts.

This paper reflects on Say It With
Stitch - a cross-disciplinary workshop
offering participants an opportunity
to use stitch and thread as a means
of mark-marking, as well as social
commentary.
Rather than a nostalgic recreation of
lost practices, this process works to use
thread to perform the task of expressing
ideas - i.e. critical craft or 'craftivism'.
Physical stitched outcomes serve as
a vehicle for adding, subverting or

generating meaning to connect with
a wider audience. These outcomes are
broad; drawing from experience in
fashion design, interior design,
communication design and culinary
arts, and consider issues and ideologies
explored by each participant.
Exercising their "inner monologue"
creates rich dialogue between
individual and audience and gives
voice to unspoken fears, conundrums
and provocative ideas.

Meg Brasell-Jones is a Senior Lecturer in visual communication design at The College
of Art , Design and Architecture (ADA), Otago Polytechnic. Her research expertise is in
design, social responsibility and sustainability. She is also a practicing creative, producing
commercial graphic design as well as personal work, in the medium of painting,
mixed media and stitch. A member of the Otago Embroiders' Guild, Meg is both a
learner and teacher of contemporary embroidery methods, with a particular interest in
engaging in social commentary.

My work, which also employs
sculpture and installation, ultimately
centres around mechanisms of painting:
impulses to flatten, 'unilateralise' and
render static its depicted objects. I will
investigate how tropes of fragmentation
operate to acknowledge the power of
the gaze of the Other to undermine a
sense of singularity and directness in
experience, but how agency is potent in
this resultant form. Articulating
dissonance and reclaiming terms,
fragmentation can delineate a territory
in which plasticity and new
constructions are enabled.

agency of a work of art -an objectified
idea - in relation to its viewing subject.
The work can determine the position
of the viewer and it evades reduction to
that of a finite perspective.

The imagery I work with combines
references to biological models,
kowhaiwhai abstraction and logo
branding using a stylised linear
method of string drawing on top of
often collaged, or grafted, material
surfaces to articulate cultural
multiplicity, non-binary sexual forms,
taniwha and anthropomorphic bodies.
These operate as proposed models to
References to the three-dimensionality
renegotiate sexual, social, political and
of images, through texture, collage
cultural disenfranchisement in the
or grafting, and installation in space
porous space between relational
provide symbolic spaces to consider the orientation and self governance.
Abridged

Heidi Brickell is an artist, writer and Maori Medium teacher who descends from Ngati
Kahungunu , Rongomaiwahine, Rangitane and Ngati Apakura. She completed an MFA at
Elam School of Fine Arts in 2011. She has exhibited work in places include Artspace, Rm
Gallery, and Melanie Roger Gallery and has had writing published in Art New Zealand, Te
Uru Waitakere Contemporary Gallery and Papakura Art Gallery. Currently she is working
towards an exhibition at Fresh Gallery C>tara and an essay on Bronte and Ange Perry's
work for Enjoy gallery.

"Well-behaved women rarely make history?'
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich

♦♦

High-vis has become so ubiquitous
in some working environments that
it is a default rather than a considered
clothing choice. It is expected work
clothing for significant sectors of the
workforce (construction, forestry,
mining and some manufacturing),
which represent 19% of the total New
Zealand workforce. These same
industries have low female participation
rates, ranging between 16 and 26%.

that it is men's, but uses men's sizing
and men's fit. Online, New Zealand
Safety's website offers nine items of
"Ladies Hi-Vis" and 124 items of
general high-vis (in men's sizings).

However, for New Zealand women,
high visibility workwear is limited in
availability and in fit. Most workwear
available off the shelf does not specify

Is it possible that the low visibility of
women in high visibility is reinforcing
the invisibility of women in the trades?

Casual lunchtime and weekend
wearing of high-vis gear marks tradies
as proud of their occupation, and
makes them visible to children looking
for role models for their future.
Because gear for women is so
In a statement unsurprising to clothing ill-fitting, women are less likely to wear
connoisseurs, Canadian research into
it casually, making them invisible as
safety gear points out that 'women are role-models. Moreover, the limited
not small men'. It goes on to highlight availability of suitable high-vis gear
that ill-fitting gear is not just unsuitable, suggests to women entering the trades
it can also, ironically, be unsafe.
that they are not expected or welcome.

Abridged
Tamsin Falconer is a middle-aged Pakeha woman who lives in suburban Lower Hutt. To guard
against suburban ennui she has developed an obsession with the paradoxes and cultural
construction of health and safety, particularly the issues related to high visibility clothing. This
interest was first encouraged when she entered a high-vis tweed jacket and matching waistcoat into
the 2016 Project Glowwear competition, winning a newly created category "Best Upcycled
Garment". The following year, she entered a mini collection of women clothing made from worn
out overalls and high-vis vests into the Oversew Design Awards, and was rewarded with a
runner-up category award: https:/!www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=v0-Kinrf_jO

An exploration into how a group of
women obtained a mortgage in the
1940s in Dunedin so they could access
a third space in town. It could be a
little-known fact that the new male
head of the Centennial council stated
that women had no place in organising
the celebrations of the Dominion in
the 1930s as they had added little to
the development of New Zealand,
that the women's committee was to
be disbanded due to this and that a
line of trees on Signal Hill would be
better use of funding than a safe space
for women to meet as they had no
business being outside of the home.
Unsurprisingly perhaps, the women of
Dunedin and indeed some men were
outraged at this move and a meeting of
indignation was held in the town hall
and from this it was decided to form
the Otago Pioneer Women's Memorial
Association Incorporated.

This piece will explore the existence
or not of literature pertaining to dress
and status in New Zealand society in
the 1930s, through lines of enquiry
on historical fashion theory, the social
psychology of clothing alongside the
possible existence of literature on
fashion and class in New Zealand
between the two wars. It is intended
to uncover whether or not there is
support for the notion that the
clothing worn by the Committee at
this time would have encouraged
donations during their extensive
crowd funding endeavours or indeed,
at a time where women couldn't access
mortgages without a man's signature how they managed to obtain a
mortgage on the building at 362
Moray Place which they then paid
off within ten years through further
crowd funding. New Zealand positions
itself as a classless society, so following
these lines of academic enquiry could
be a fruitless but enjoyable one.

Rachael Francis, BSc (hons) , cert ed, MA, is the Historian in Residence at Otago Pioneer Womens
Memorial Association Inc situated at 362 Moray Place, Dunedin. Rachael has been researching into
the history of the building and facilitating happenings such as producing a theatre piece on the
origins of the organisation, afternoon and evening chatter events and has written a booklet, The
Otago Pioneer Womens Memorial Association Hall Maintenance Alphabet, on womens work
within the buildingfrom 1960 onwards. Rachael's work concerning the hall has been published
nationally in Heritage New Zea/ands Heritage Quarterly and NZ Legacy among others.

This paper will examine the
video-based performances ofKawita
Vatanajyankur (b.1987, Thailand); an
artist who uses her own body as a tool,
exploring and exploiting her physical and psychological limits through
repetitive actions and endurance.
Her practice, underpinned by her
position as a woman in Thailand, is
predicated on an ongoing interest in
issues surrounding everyday labour both inside and outside of the home.
This area of ongoing research has
seen Vatanajyankur bring domestic
chores and gender binaries, working
conditions and social ideologies, and
industrial processes to the fore.

In her most recent works,
Vatanajyankur's body becomes
particular machines and processes used
within the manufacture of textiles she is a skein of fibres dipped into red
dye; she is a spinning wheel creating
thread; and she is a shuttle, weaving
fabric on a loom. The series of videos
that will be the focus of this paper are
Vatanajyankur's physical manifestation
of manual labour processes often
undertaken by women in Thailand.
These actions are presented through
the double-lens of a hyper-coloured
formal composition and a study into
the physical abilities/ vulnerabilities of
the body, combining as works that
provoke questions of labour,
consumption, feminism and the artist's
lived experience.
Abridged

Lauren Gutsell is Assistant Curator at the Dunedin Public Art Gallery, her recent
curatorial projects include Kawita Vatanajyankur: Performing Textiles (2018);
Matthew Galloway: The Freedom of the Migrant (2018); Marie Shannon: Rooms found
only in the home (2017) and Rebecca Baumann: Untitled (exploded view) (2016). She is
the curator of Kushana Bush: The Burning Hours (2016 ), and managing editor and
essayist in the accompanying publication. Lauren holds a Master of Art Curatorship
from the University of Melbourne and she is a Trustee of the Blue Oyster Art Project
Space (Co-chair).

M a k i n g I t W o r k . Studio and Research
By reworking industrial materials into
a symbol of comfort, I pay tribute to
women's great capacity throughout
history to create structures of stability,
strength and support.
The work draws upon an artistic 1
anguage based on architecture and
craft traditions. This is grounded in
the dichotomy of hard and textile
architecture as discussed by Gottfried
Semper, who in the late 19th century
regarded the textiles as offering the
most fertile ground for the future
of architectural forms. It further
considers the work of Anni Albers
and her student Ruth Asawa, both
strongly influenced by Semper. Albers'
writings explore the temporality of
textile-based shelters. Asawa's textile-based architectural pieces

reference the Japanese modernist
movement of wabisabi, which shares
Western modernists' interest in paring
art back to essential elements, but
reduces it to organic forms. Meanwhile,
although its symbolic references may
place the work within a female space,
they also open the question of what
it means to seek a universal - blanket
- symbol for womanhood. Just as our
identities and experiences are nothing
if not diverse, the stitches trace myriad,
interlocking, non-linear pathways.
Cherishing our unique journeys is as
important as honouring the shared
history that has shaped the
opportunities, and limitations, that are
available to us today. And indeed, it is
both our diversity and unity that will
enable us to tackle the challenges we
continue to face.
Abridged

I am a fashion and textile artist living in the seaside village of Karitane, with my
husband and our four children in a modern off-grid home we built ourselves. I
completed a Master of Fine Arts at Dunedin School of Art in 2015 and have
continued a home based studio practice and exhibition portfolio.
My textile pieces range across a variety of scale, materials and processes from fine
needlepoint to architectural size works, usually offering an insight into domestic
setting. The works are often bold, with a modernist and organic edge that invite
immediate attention, and strive for excellent workmanship.

Fashion communication (within
mainstream media at least) is
something I find to be incredibly
alienating to anybody who doesn't "fit
the mould''. The way we view ourselves
as women is so strictly monitored and
controlled by consumerism and the
male gaze that it is incredibly easy to
feel wrong, flawed and ugly, when in
truth all we are is under-represented.
I hope to help diversify fashion
communication. I want people to see
themselves in what I create, to know
that they are worthy of art and
advertising and sensuality.
My submission is based off of my
current post-graduate studies which
look into, analyse and contextualise the
aforementioned issues. I am hoping to

create a portfolio of textile designs that
communicate diversity with an edge of
feminist rage. I anticipate there being a
reasonable wealth of "artistically
represented" nudity and profanity,
partly to encourage conversation and
the raising of conservative brows,
but mostly because I have a LOT of
feelings.
I am also planning to turn my designs
into marketable products such as bags,
t-shirts and pencil cases that will carry
my ethos out into the world in an
eye-catching and vibrant format that
sparks a little bit of hope in the hearts
of people who, just like me, often feel
invisible in this deeply entrenched,
patriarchal, body-shaming industry.
Abridged

Hana Hoskins (born in Sydney, Australia, 1993) is an angry queer textile artist, a
feminist, a cheap beer enthusiast and a post-graduate student at Otago Polytechnic
School of Design. Born 100 years to the day after New Zealand women won the right
to vote, Hana was essentially born to be "like this" as her mother puts it. Hana has
a Bachelor's degree in Fashion Design from Otago Polytechnic . Her work is intensely
coloured, youthful and tends to follow social justice related themes such as intersectional
feminism, body positivity, queer empowerment and gender equality.

This paper is concerned with artworks
created to explore the social politics
of gender, specifically the inequalities
that women face in the home and
workplace. The New Zealand
Ministry for Women explains that
societal beliefs and attitudes impact
the types of jobs that are deemed
appropriate for men or women, resulting
in lower wages for women, and for
female-dominated occupations.
Women also spend more time on
unpaid labour, such as housework
and child care, impacting their overall
wages and earning capability.

textile arts have been considered
hobbies and domestic pastimes,
pursued by women and amateurs.
Parker explains that in the 1970s
women artists used textile art
mediums to challenge the values
between art and craft, home and work.

My art work follows this example
and is a figurative exploration of the
practice of keeping house. It deals
with my discontent with the ongoing
and thankless tasks of cleaning. Using
fabrics, and quilting techniques, my
decorative work reveals an underlying
frustration with the stereotypes and
Inequality also occurs in the art world, demeaning attitudes that accompany
where female artists have less art
women's work. Tension is suggested
exhibited, and earn less than their
through the discordant use of dead
male counterparts. In addition, textile animals, birds, and insects during the
arts and embroidery have been
act of clearing their remains. Textile's
associated with domestic labour, and
historical association with women's
pastimes makes them a perfect
classified as low art, according to
medium for presenting a narrative on
Roszika Parker, in The Subversive
Stitch (2010). Glenn Adamson, in
issues that affect women.
Thinking Through Craft (2007), says

Alice Jones is a Visual Arts post graduate student at the Otago Polytechnic School of Art
in Dunedin, New Zealand. She also received her Bachelor of Visual Arts degree from

Otago Polytechnic. Her textile art explores the marginalization of animals and women.

has got a new home
Creating textiles on looms is an
ancient craft which needs lots of time
and space. In today's society where we
monetise these assets it is more and
more difficult to resource weaving
properly. Having been weaving for
33 years on an off I had the dream of
providing this space to give people the
opportunity to explore and learn in
a community of like-minded people.
Looking for a rental, I found that
commercial rent is too high for me to
be sustainable. Luckily I found at
Dunedin's Community Valley
Workspace, a community of people
who are working towards a low carbon
future and aim to provide just that space and time in which the focus is
not firstly on money as the measurement of success ...
I obtained permission to build a custom studio in this old 500 m 2 building
in Dunedin's North East Valley and

took on an ambitious 108 m 2• Little
did I know how much 'T' would
literally be the builder of this dream.
With no money for hiring people, I
started off with receiving 45 minutes
instructions on a skill saw. I gave an
example by working every day
available to me. People who supported
my idea and my weavers were reined
in and appeared to help. I was
humbled and amazed how many
people came along to my work and
helped a few hours here and there over
the next 16 or so weeks. The new
Studio has opened on April 28th.
Following last year's presentation I
would like to present how I took on
the traditional male role of principal
builder to provide space for weaving.
On the way I traded free weaving
classes to a male engineer and a male
worker. My student's ages and genders
are mixed with the youngest being 10
and the oldest being 72.
Abridged

German-born New Zealand based artist Christine Keller holds an MFA from Concordia University
(2004) in Montreal, Canada and a Masters equivalent from Gesamthochschule Uni Kassel (1994),
Germany. Christine exhibits nationally and internationally since 1987. She was the academic
leader of the Textile Section of Dunedin School of Art at Otago Polytechnic from 2005 to 2010. In
late 2012 she founded the Dunedin-based Weaving Studio Weaving on Hillingdon and in 2015
added the teaching space Dunedin's LOOM ROOM which has moved to new, custom built premises
recently. As an immigrant to New Zealand she took New Zealand Citizenship in 2016.

Frida Kahlo
In 2004, garments belonging to Frida
Kahlo (1907-1954), the highly
esteemed Mexican artist, were
discovered in the bathroom of the Blue
House (Casa Azul) - Frida Kahlo's
home in Mexico City and now the site
of The Frida Kahlo Museum.
Alongside the garments were the
medical contraptions Kahlo wore
under her clothing to support a body
devastated by a debilitating accident in
her youth. The terrible accident along
with childhood polio left Frida Kahlo
partially disabled and in constant pain
her entire adult life.
Kahlo's paintings reflect the extent of
her physical and emotional pain and

portray her body supported by various
medical corsets, equally exposed and
hidden under layers of garments clothing selected to conceal the metal,
cloth and leather strapping Kahlo was
forced to wear. These garments, so
distinctively Mexican in flavour,
celebrate Kahlo's heritage and the
strength of the feminine body.
Through a study of Frida Kahlo's
sartorial clothing choices and iconic
artworks, this paper explores the role
of clothing as a personal identifier, at
once proclaiming, sometimes
protecting or hiding while
simultaneously projecting the wearer
to the world.

MFA (candidate), PGCert Design, BDes (Fashion), Grad Dip FA (Textiles), GCTLT
(Teaching).
Sustainable ethical models within the fashion and textile industries and utilising
technologies that encourage positive change are a focus of Tracy's design research and
teaching practice.
Currently engaged in MFA (Textiles) study at The Dunedin School of Art; how the body
and mind recovers and repairs itself post-trauma is a theme throughout Tracy's art
practice.
'fit its heart, my work is a feminine perspective on overcoming adversity..."

Kalamkari: Powerful medium in the field of fashion and art

The paper focusses upon the relevance
of traditional craft as a powerful
medium in the field of fashion and
art. Indian textile has accumulated a
remarkable appreciation in the great
collection of world textile history and
have represented Indian traditional
cultural views (relating to ideas, social
behaviour) of a woman as well as
feminist discussions. Kalamkari fabric
was often described historically as
showing women's fascination with the
conversion of material into attire,
using primarily hand skills with simple
tools and employing the local wisdom.
My work explores the pain around
gender discrimination, identity,
sexuality and deals with particular
issues in India against the "girl child:'
Monster is a three dimensional soft
construction which represent diverse
and critical ideas and raise awareness

of these issues. Monster is an expres.5ion
of the relatable mental states of Indian
society, the apathy in the society for
the girl child who is often considered a
liability or burden from her birth.
More specifically, it portrays a broader
social message around the disparity
between male and female. Fabric is the
most appropriate medium to create a
work for such effects I use Kalamkari
fabric, the chosen style of the material,
Machilipatnam (produced at Pedana a
nearby town of MadJiliretnam in Krishna
district of the Indian state of Andhra
Pradesh), a type of block-printed
floral, vegetable designs. Which itself
embodies a story of a strong woman
in challenging world. The fabric
reflects the story of customary cultural
limitations. The spirit embodied in the
forms challenge these notions in their
slow dance celebration of strength and
liberation.
Abridged

Arati Kushwaha is a visual artist born in Pune, Maharashtra, India in 1981. Arati's
deepest commitment and greatest challenge is to raise awareness about discrimination
against the girl child in the Indian context through sculptural installations, waxwork
and video. Arati has completed Masters of Visual Arts (2018) at Otago Polytechnic
Dunedin School of Art New Zealand.

textiles in 1850s Wellington
During the course of my research
on women's dress and textiles in 19th
century New Zealand, I chanced upon
an extraordinary resource in the
Alexander Turnbull Library; more
than two decades of detailed account
books from early Wellington draper
William Clark.
These books provide a unique insight
into the consumption of clothing and
textiles by predominantly
Wellington-based shoppers in a
dynamic period of New Zealand

urbanisation. As well, they detail the
day to day running of a busy New
Zealand drapery business.
Through an analysis of the
information contained within the
bindings of William Clark's Day
Books, I intend to examine the
purchasing patterns of a number of
Clark's regular women customers and
explore how their purchases reflect
their varied roles within New Zealand
colonial society.

Angela Lassig is an independent dress & textile historian whose interest in dress history
began while studying under Dr Margaret Maynard at the University of Queensland. She
then read Museum Studies at Sydney University before embarking on a 25 year career
in the curatorial sector at the Powerhouse Museum, Auckland Museum and Te Papa,
developing an expertise in the decorative arts and specialising in dress and textiles.
Following the publication of New Zealand Fashion Design (Te Papa Press, 2010) Angela
left Te Papa to pursue a career as an independent researcher and author. She is currently
working on a major publication on 19th century New Zealand dress for which she was
recently awarded research grants from the Friends of the Turnbull Library and the New
Zealand History Association.

Under First Class Management: The Unknown Women of
Brisbane Drapery Stores, 1859-1901

The 1886 Queensland Government
census listed nine hundred and
eighty-one dressmakers and milliners
operating in the Brisbane area. Many
of these women operated their own
businesses, however, a small group of
these talented women were in charge
of Dressmaking Departments
operated by drapery stores and the
larger private dressmaking
establishments.

Although primary sources related to
the nineteenth century dressmaking
trades are limited, this paper will
utilise diaries, government records,
newspaper articles and advertisements,
photographs, and trade directories to
highlight the career paths of several of
these women, their design work and
the conditions they had to endure.

Michael's working background has been in four distinct areas: clothing design, fashion
education, textile conservation and museum curatorship. For 15 years he taught in the
TAPE and University sectors, as well as working as a clothing designer and textile
conservator.
Michael is currently working as a conservation and curatorial consultant. Examples of
work executed during the past five years as a consulting textile conservator include Ruth
Stoneley: A Stitch in Time (2013) and Quilts 1700-1945 (2013) at the Queensland Art
Gallery; Future Beauty: Thirty Years of Japanese Fashion (2015), and Marvel: Creating
the Cinematic Universe (2017) at the Gallery of Modern Art.
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Unpicking the pases: the depiction of women
in New Zealand knitting patterns
Nat Your Grandpa's Knitting

Unbound: Liberating Women and Unbound: The Exhibition
were brought to you by the Costume and Textile Association of
New Zealand with the support of Otago Polytechnic research fund.

Late 20th Century

T
In this paper I will be taking an
in-depth look at the relationship
between Doc Martens, feminism and
women's liberation more broadly in
20th century. In line with my PhD
research on women in subculture, this
paper will broadly look at the
importance of clothing (and
particularly shoes) in women's
self-image, the corporeal aspect of
how different types of shoes make
women feel, and the importance that
Doc Martens have played in various
revolutionary subcultural movements
including punk, skinhead and Riot
Grrl. I will be using oral histories I
have collected as part of my research
and opening up a broader discussion
about how shoes have impacted upon

women's history and their lives (in
both positive and negative ways), and
relating this to the women's liberation
movements of the latter half of the
20th century. I will finish by asking
questions of the notions of 'real'
women that have become so popular
in the last decade or so and talk about
how traditional ideas of femininity
(wearing pink, high heels, pencil
skirts, make up etc) have often been
derided by female subculturalists and
some sections of the feminist
community. This will bring the paper
to a broader look at gender roles and
the value of femininity in feminism
through the lens of clothing and
footwear.

I began my academic career at The University of Glasgow where I studied an
Archaeology MA with a specialism in material culture, and my dissertation focussing
on the use of shoes as a form of war memorial. I stayed at Glasgow but moved to the
Art History department where I undertook an MLitt in Dress and Textile Histories and
completed my post-graduate thesis entitled 'Designing Difference: Doc Martens and
British Skinhead, 1960-2000'. I worked for two years in the Scottish museums sector in
various roles (mostly curatorial and collections assistant) and I have recently moved to
Wellington from Glasgow to undertake a PhD at the College of Creative Arts at Massey
University. Under the supervision of Prof Vicki Karaminas I am doing research for my
thesis with the working title of 'Shoes and Subculture: finding female identity through
clothing'.

Society regularly views knitting as
"women's work''. In doing so it also
frequently dismisses and derides
knitting as a unworthy occupation.
The phrase "not your nana's knitting"
is regularly used to suggest that
something might be better than the
norm.
The vast majority of modern knitters
in the western world today are women,
but knitting was once considered men's
work too. Indeed, in some portions of
history, the commercial knitting realm
was dominated by men.
All-male knitting guilds flourished in
Europe in the 16th and 17th
centuries, knitting skills were honed
and valued. Works produced fetched
high prices, reflective of the labour and

skill involved in their production.
The evolution of manufacturing
technology enabled knit fabrics to
be wrought without hand-labour,
the mass-economic necessity of
hand-knitting was struck out and
knitting returned to the domestic
sphere, predominantly to the hands of
women, and to a much lower status.
Today's knitting community has
flourished in the age of technology,
visibility has increased and perhaps
notions of knitting as a gendered
activity can be eroded.
Not Your Grandpa's Knitting will
briefly outline the history of knitting
and explore the genderisation of the
craft.

Morag McKenzie is a Knitter with a capital K. She established her own business, Vintage
Purls, in 2008 and created the annual Unwind Fibrecraft Retreat in 2012. Before her
full-time immersion in the fibrecraft world, Morag studied Art History & Theory at the
University of Otago and then taught in the Computer Science department . Craft has
been a life-long interest, Morag has an extensive collection of vintage knitting documents
and is particularly fascinated with the Make Do and Mend era of social history.

Ms Daisy drives herself: Clara Ford, the Model T
and "Miladies Electric"
Driving gave women freedom and
independence. The importance of
personal mobility conferred by driving
is still played out around the world
even today such as the campaign for
women to drive in Saudi Arabia.
When we think of electric vehicles
we think of them as a modern new
technology. However, thousands of
electric cars were in operation in
American towns and cities around the
turn of twentieth century and it was
women who drove most of them! Early
combustion engine powered cars were
open, draughty, noisy, unreliable and
smelly contraptions. Clara Ford, wife
of automobile magnate Henry, refused
to drive the Model T and he purchased
a new Detroit Electric for her every
two years. The Rockefeller, Edison and
Packard women all drove electric.

Fashion and the automobile went hand
in hand, and it was a mixed history
for the electric vehicle. New lines of
leisure clothing developed with the
new motoring phenomenon , to cover
over street wear while driving and
keep the elements, dust and exhaust
fumes at bay.
Electric Vehicles were different. They
were easy to operate - "a child could
drive them'' (even a woman). Clean
and comfortable, electric cars didn't
need cranking. Early models were
enclosed vehicles and designed to be
like a parlour away from home. As
more women got behind the wheel
new fashion lines appeared in Home
Journals and leading newspapers for
"Miladies Electric".

Pam McKinlay has a DipHSc in Clothing /Design and BA in Art History from the
University of Otago. She works part-time at Otago Polytechnic and is a textiles + mixed
media artist.

Girls' school uniforms - the vote is out! Stifling traditional or
causal contemporary - it's all about the fabric
Uniforms from the very exclusive
to the local public institution can be
worlds apart in style and quality but
for the students, they signify unity,
identity and togetherness. Practicality
has always been the key focus to their
design, however, in schools that hold
traditional in the forefront, the
practicality of the uniform takes a
back seat. Or does it?
Aim: To compare traditional styles
with practical uniform options
between private and public schools as
well as how they have changed (or not)
over the past 100 years even with the
advancement of textile technologies.

Objective: This presentation will look
at textile technology developments in
the 20th century and how synthetic
fabrics revolutionised the humble
school uniform, enabling young
women to become less restricted in
their movement and more confident
to push through boundaries that their
traditional uniforms may not have
allowed. The flip side to this polyester
revolution, is the change in recent
years of reverting to natural fibres in
core uniform garments.

Originally a graduate of Fashion Technology, Gracie has utilised her training to produce
costumes for her hire business in Sydney, winning numerous awards including business of
the year 2005. Gigs included theme park shows, musicals, pantomimes, short films,
Sydney Paralympics 2000, World Youth Day and Papal Tours in, Arab Games in Doha,
Qatar 2011. Closer to home, she has worked on Auckland Pride 2014 - 2015 and
corporate events in Auckland. Gracie has also presented papers both here and Malaysia.
And since completing her Masters of Design in 2014, Gracie has continued to balance her
business with her rural lifestyle, by running sewing workshops, attending textile fairs
and keeping up with costume hire demands while teaching textiles part time at St
Cuthbert's College.

Responding to: Cloth and agency, bound and unbound...
The underlying concept for the 'Cloak
of Light' was to envisage a garment
that would "surround you with a
protective light"...
During my initial research I came
upon the true story of Ruhia's Cloak
- a life spared'. It recalls a dramatic
encounter between early European
settlers and Maori in Wellington.
Ruhia P6rutu, a Maori woman of
high status who throws her kaitaka
(fine flax cloak) over a young orphan
immigrant named Thomas McKenzie
after he unknowingly commits tapu
for which the punishment is death
(Te Papa Tongarewa n.d.). Her action
saves his life and Ruhia and Thomas
go on to form a life-long friendship.
At his funeral his casket is draped with
this same kaitaka.

The story is one that demonstrates
the ability of a garment, the cloak, to
hold an inherent power and mana due
to the status of it's owner and as an
'object'. In traditonal Maori weaving it
is understood that the mana of the
garment being made will be increased
by following tikanga associated with
weaving practice. Tikanga, derived
from the Maori word tika meaning
'right' or 'correct, can be understood
as a set of 'principles of right action'.
These principles create a foundation
that informs and guides all actions
associated with making.
Using the Cloak of Light as an example
I will outline some of the tikanga that
is used in Maori weaving to add 'mana'
to a work and discuss how I apply the
concept of tikanga Maori within my
contemporary art practice.

Through detailed manual processes, using linear and durational techniques of weaving
Michelle Mayn work combines material, light, form and movement to create ephemeral
and immersive installations, objects and delicate weavings that reflect connections with
nature and the environment. Mayn was born in Auckland in Aotearoa, New Zealand
and studied Traditional and Contemporary Maori Weaving at Unitec in 2011 and mixed
media at The Art Students League of New York in 2017. Mayn has exhibited in New
Zealand and the United States since 2010 and is currently completing a MVA at
Auckland University of Technology.

Unpicking the poses: the depiction of women in
New Zealand knitting patterns
This paper focuses on the depiction of
women in knitting patterns from the
Ephemera Collection in the Hocken
Collections, University of Otago. The
Hocken has a significant collection
of over 1300 New Zealand knitting
patterns that date from the 1940s to
the present day.

mills depict garments worn by local
models in studios and native outdoor
settings. Analysis of these patterns
not only reflect changes in fashion but
reveal transitions in social history.

My paper will examine the knitting
patterns housed in the Hocken to
explore various themes including: the
Knitting is a domestic craft, practised patterns as evidence of women's
by both sexes but more commonly
everyday wear and practical fashion;
attributed to women, to create
the dynamic relationship between
garments for all members of the
male and female models; the sizes and
family, and other items for the home. types of garments prescribed; the
The popularity of knitting has changed depiction of older women and young
many times over the decades and has
girls; and how the changing roles of
transformed from a routine
women are depicted.
domestic task to a recreational
activity. The majority of knitters use
It is hoped that this paper will
standardised printed patterns
highlight the value of knitting patterns
and similar types of ephemera for
published by newspapers, magazines
and yarn manufacturers. Patterns
costume and textile related research.
produced by New Zealand woollen

Katherine Milburn was appointed Liaison Librarian and Curator of the Ephemera
Collection at the Hocken Collections in 2011. A graduate in Anthropology at the
University of Otago and in Library and Information Studies at Victoria University of
Wellington, she has worked at the Hocken Collections since 1989. She spoke at the 2015
CTANZ conference with colleague Megan Vaughan about lesser known fashion sources
at the Hocken.

"Does a Sash Make a difference?" a discussion about Fashion on
the Field. Does dressing up become a bind or a liberation?
Unbound: Liberating Women offers
an opportunity to explore the past,
present or future roles of dress and
textiles in women's suffrage and other
liberating moments.

participants also model their outfits
in a competition and for many of the
contestants this competition is the
focus. The exhilaration and excitement
of winning a coveted sash, sharing in
How do cloth, clothes, fashion, and art female companionship, and dressing
reveal, reflect or challenge social limits up is the motivating force. Getting
"sashed up" is a prime goal of the day.
for women?
In this discussion, I will explore the
In the 1860's, Consuela, Duchess of
race day fashion aesthetic in NZ, and
Marlborough, wrote that she found
introduce and highlight several key
Ascot week "very tiring...fortunes
were yearly spent on dresses selected participants in the sport of fashion.
as appropriate to a graduated scale of Alison Goodrum's findings on
elegance which reached its climax on 'sporting spectatorship' and fashion
Thursday; for fashion decreed that one pageant theory will offer the theoretical
framework for this presentation.
should reserve one's most sumptuous
for the Gold Cup daY:'
The questions I will address in keeping
with the conference theme are; Is
Race day style is a subset of fashion
partaking in Fashion on the Field
which incorporates elements of high
(FOTF) challenging social limits for
fashion, special occasion garments,
women, is it binding Women to a
beautiful millinery, and individuals
create a polished and sophisticated
preconceived stereotype or is it somelook, especially for the event. What is thing else altogether? Does dressing up
unusual is that many of the
become a bind or a liberation?
Simone Montgomery is a graduate of the Otago School of Art Master of Fine Arts
Programme and the Otago School of Home Science majoring in textiles. She has been
published in Art NZ and Quilt NZ and won awards at the Cleveland Art Awards, the
NZ Quilting symposium, WoolOn Fashion awards, Hokonui Fashion awards and most
recently has even got herself "sashed" up at race day. Her interest include costuming,
making art from an autobiographical experience, millinery, dressing up and having lots

of jolly good fun.

This paper focuses on a selection of
objects held in the collection ofToitu
Otago Settlers Museum in Dunedin
which will feature in the upcoming
exhibition Suffrage & Beyond: 1893 2018 opening on 08 September 2018.
It reflects on how these items represent
the transformation of traditional
social & career boundaries by ground
breaking Otago women. It also looks at
the synergy of groups of craftswomen
working together to create textiles that
extol their own skills as well as
highlighting the achievements of
others.
The objects are a set of five textile
banners designed by Karen Taiaroa
Smithies and stitched by members
of the Otago Embroiderer's Guild in
1993 to mark the 100th anniversary
of women gaining the vote in New
Zealand. Each of the five banners
pays tribute to the achievements of

a significant Otago woman, namely
Bishop Penelope Jamieson (the first
female diocesan bishop in the Anglican
Church), Frances Hodgkins (New
Zealand artist), Dr Emily Siedeberg
(New Zealand's first female doctor),
Learmonth Dalrymple (a pioneer of
girls' schooling) and Ema Umumura
Karetai (Land Court interpreter &
midwife). When hung together as a
set, the banners form an imposing 5
metre wide installation with strong
visual and emotional impact.
This paper provides not only an
opportunity to celebrate the
achievements of the subjects, but
also to share the range of skills and
techniques involved in the design and
creation of the banners themselves,
including silk dying, hand & machine
embroidery, applique, canvas work and
surface stitching.
Abridged

Claire Orbell is the Registrar at Toitu Otago Settlers Museum having started in the role in November 2010. Prior to that she was the Registrar at Te Awamutu Museum and had earlier been one of a
team of Collection Technicians at Auckland War Memorial Museum. While her qualifications are
in Egyptology, Archaeology and Museum Studies, Claire has a lifelong personal love of textiles and
crafts. She is currently in the early stages of an inventory and cataloguing project of the costume
and textiles held at Toitu which will provide new insights and improved access to this significant

collection.

The market of the nineteenth
century in the Republic of New
Granada - today the Republic of
Colombia - survives in the
narrations of travel chroniclers and
prints of different watercolor
painters such as Ramon Torres
Mendez, Manuel Ancizar, Edward
Walhouse Mark, Carmelo Fernandez,
among others. These stories show
ideas about the notion of the
feminine and the participation of
women in the artisanal market.

In addition to contributing to the
consolidation of imaginaries about
the idealized Neogranadine for the
newly founded Repub lic, their outfits
embodied symbolic aspects that still
survive in the costumes of the current
traditional dances. Therefore, it is
considered that these outfits reflect
sense packages that have been
transposed historically and that
configure new versions of outfits that
are installed in areas of repres entation.

Rocio de las Mercedes Pardo Martinez is from Colombia, South America. She is
assistant professor in costumes and makeup for performing arts at the Antonio Nariiio
University. Master in Semiotics, Specialist in Integral Art education, Professional in
Fashion Design and Textiles and researcher. She has broad experience in designing
custom and make up for theater and dancing. She has worked for directors in
ontemporary dance performances and theatre. She also has experience as custom and
makeup in the film industry.

The Iconography of a Celebrity as a Modern Indian
Persona in 1930s Films
This paper analyses the star persona
ofGohar Mamajiwala (1910-1985), a
leading actress of the 1920-30s Indian
films and the co-founder ofRanjit
Film Studio. The paper argues that
Gohar was instrumental in shaping
new modes of femininity, conjugality,
and modesty in an embryonic nation
and emerged as an icon of modernity
by asserting her independence in a
patriarchal social order.

on her contribution to the Indian film
industry remain limited. Scholars have
focused on the textual analysis of film
as opposed to other ways in which the
star images were accessible to his or
her fans. The missing and often
destroyed film prints pose a challenge
to a comprehensive study of a film
star's career. This paper analyses
promotional texts such as film
synopses, fan magazines, and studio
stills as these are circulated in the
A contemporary to the silent film star, extra-cinematic material, to unravel
Sulochana, and the leading lady of the the codes in Gohar 's popular images
Bombay Talkies, Devika Rani, Gohar's where she attempts to break away from
the binaries of "proper" and
acting career spanned roughly from
"improper" modes of femininity
1925 to 1940. Despite Gohar's
tremendous fame and popularity, and dictated by the male-dominated
her unusually successful transition from cultural industries.
the silent to the talkies era, scholarship
Abridged

Based in Dunedin, Radhika Raghav is working towards a PhD in the Department of
History and Art History at the University of Otago. Her research examines the
iconography associated with female stars of the early Indian Cinema. She is a
committee member of the Dunedin Film Society. Her research interests include women's
film history, celebrity and gender performativity, race, ethnicity and celebrity, visual
culture of Indian cinema and film ephemera.

Gloveless in New Zealand
This paper will explore changing
attitudes toward the wearing of gloves
in New Zealand c.1890-1965, and the
liberation of women's hands.
For centuries, gloves were an essential
accessory for both men and women in
western culture, and carried particular
class and sexual connotations. In the
first half of the twentieth century,
gloves were worn by all respectable
women when in public, and were sold
in such numerous quantities as to
require whole dedicated counters in
department stores, but they faded
from everyday fashion after World
War II.

This research is in its very earliest
stages, and my paper will set out my
aims, potential sources, and possible
directions - and, I hope, benefit
from some interesting feedback and
discussion. Currently I plan to explore
the debates over glove-wearing in New
Zealand newspapers and other serials
such as the NZ Graphic & Ladies'
Journal, Ladies' Mirror, and Women's
Weekly, as well as etiquette guides and
publications of societies such as the
New Zealand Dress Reform Association. Advertising, and visual and
literary representations of gloveless
women may also provide insight into
the symbolic significance of the glove
- for example, representations of the
New Woman and the suffragette.
Abridged

Harriet Matilda Rogers completed her Masters in Dress and Textile Histories in 2017 at
the University of Glasgow, Scotland. Since returning home to New Zealand, she has been
working in the Special Collections at Auckland Libraries, in the costume wardrobe at the
Centennial Theatre, and at the Pah Homestead gallery, where she curated Living Cloth
- an exhibition of contemporary textile art (22 May - 8 July 2018). A lover of sewing,
fabrics, and clothing from a young age, her research interests focus on the social and
cultural meanings of dress, particularly in relation to domestic and women's history.

Through Image and Screen subjectivity and agency at the core of
its production
Laura Mulvey, has dedicated research
to understanding the effects of the
male gaze within cinema through
multiple scholarly texts. Mulvey
suggests that women are often
positioned to be considered as objects
to be consumed, desired or looked
at (62). Mulvey maintains that still
images are essential elements of film.
Suggesting that such analysis can be
translated to the still image including,
the fashion image (Kelly, 452).
A variety of feminist texts suggest that
the critique of image, predominantly
created for the male gaze and the
objectification of women, is
important but an outdated and
generalised understanding of
image-making in the 21st century.
Michele White explains that she wants

to employ a different critique that
simply implies that visual media
technologies are assumed part of a
process that objectifies women and
their bodies (1).
Stephanie Genz and Benjamin A.
Brabon suggest that in order to apply
a more nuanced reading of modern
feminine identity and their own image
dissemination, feminist commentators
have to open up to new modes of
critique when and where applicable
(105). Pre existing feminist models
and frameworks such as Laura
Mulvey's male gaze critique in film,
cannot simply be applied to online
fashion image sharing because it can
ignore the possibility of subjectivity
and agency at the core of its production.
Abridged

Tyla Stevenson is an honours student completing her Bachelor of Design (Hons) though
Massey University's College of Creative Arts (CoCA) in Wellington, although not
unfamiliar with the fashion department at Otago Polytechnic, having started her studies
through their fashion certificate course in 2014.
Alongside her commitment to design, her interests lie in understanding theory behind
the politics off ashion, dress and identity performance, and the implications of such
understandings due to the exploration and availability of new technologies, the internet
and online media.

Women in Iran and hijab (head and body coverings)
In my seven trips to Iran (six since
2005) I have met a cross section of
women. I have heard a range of views
on the hijab and witnessed how
disempowered women are, inside and
outside their homes.
At the end of 2017, there were many
protests in Iran about having to wear
headscarves and some courageous
women were removing them in public.
These protests are continuing. The
current Constitution of the Islamic
Republic of Iran does not specify
that women must cover themselves.
Articles 20 and 21 state that there
will be no inequality between men
and women and that the government
should facilitate gender equality. How
is it that post the revolution of 1979,
hijab came compulsory? Despite huge
outrage from women at the time, hijab
was enforced, often brutally.
Conversely in 1936, the last Shah of
Iran issued a decree called the

Kashf-e-hijab which translates as the
"Unveiling", banning all veils. Women
were forced to uncover. As in 1979,
there was much opposition to this
edict. Many women lived through
times of compulsory "no hijab"
followed by compulsory "hijab"!
I will illustrate all this by discussing
the lives of a few Iranian women, from
both rural areas and cities. But despite
these controls over women, I have
witnessed a quiet rebellion that is just
below the surface.
These women do suffer, as they are not
free to make so many decisions about
their own lives. Much of the Iranian/
Persian history of female emancipation,
can be seen by what women are made
to wear. While their clothing can only
hint to all the many other restrictions
they live with, there is much happening
behind the 'hijab' by very courageous
women.

1970 - BA in Anthropology Victoria University
1977 - Certificate in Handloom Weaving Nelson Polytechnic
1983 - 1992 Production Handweaver

1992 - Present - Own Oriental Rug Repair business - rugrepairs@gmail.com

Why

UNBOUND:
THE EXHIBITION
22 September – 18 October, 2018
10am – 4pm Monday - Friday
Opening 5:30pm to 8pm,
Friday 21 September 2018
Dunedin School of Art Gallery,
Otago Polytechnic - Te Kura Matatini ki Otago
(Entrance off Riego Street)
Citizen Styled event by Professor
Margo Barton, 21 Sept. 5:30pm onwards

Special opening: Saturday 22 and
Sunday 23 September, 9am-4pm.
Professor Margo Barton, Anita DeSoto,
Edwards + Johann, Steve Lovett, Michelle
Mayn, Dylan McCutcheon-Peat with Simon
Swale, Victoria McIntosh, Susan Videler,
Marie Strauss with Justin Spiers.
Curated by Dr Natalie Smith and Victoria Bell.
Unbound: the exhibition, opens Unbound:
Liberating Women; A Symposium, organised
in partnership with the Costume and Textile
Association of New Zealand (CTANZ) and the
School of Design and the Dunedin School of
Art at Otago Polytechnic.
Symposium dates: 22-23 September, 2018.
See: http://costumeandtextile.co.nz/symposium/
Image: Anita DeSoto
We Stood like Sentinels, the Bride is Missing (detail), 2018
Oil on aluminium panel
Photo Credit: Thomas Lord
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Dunedin's LoomRoom is a community oriented weaving studio.
An initiative of Dunedin artist, designer and master weaver
Christine Keller it is based on three columns:
Teaching - The LoomRoom has ongoing classes for
about 20 students from a broad variety of backgrounds
and knowledge levels. At the moment students are aged
between 5 and 72 years old and meet in four groups
per week.
Production - has started at the present premises in
September 2018. At the start there are tea towels but
small blankets and scarfs are in the planning.
Co-workspace - Weavers and former students who
want to weave alongside Christine can rent the equipment
and weave their own collections and products.
The studio is part of the Valley Community Workspace in North
East Valley. The businesses at 11 Allen St are trying to work towards
a low carbon and high skills, high creativity future for the people.
"If I would believe in money as the only measure for
wealth, the LoomRoom would not exist today. I believe
it is time we start to measure community , environment,
skill level ,well being and beauty. I feel rich being part
of this project."

(Christine Keller, Sept. 2018)

Step across the threshold into

Shop on Carroll...

...Immerse yourself in a fabulous material world, with
treasured items from the past waiting to be discovered!
10 Carroll St Ph 471 8249
Mon - Fri: 10am - 5pm
Sat: 10:30am - 3:30pm
ShoponCarroll

est.1868
150 years of eclectic collecting
25 Au ust 2018 - 14 April 2019
Special J<Jxbibitions Gallery
l<'ree

OTAGomuseum
www.ot

agomuseum .nz

The Otago Pioneer
Women's Memorial
Association Inc.

and thriving organisation. At the time
of the 75th birthday in 2016 there had
been questions about the ongoing
viability of the Association. The fabric
of the organisation was still intact,
albeit slightly faded and a tad tattered
around the edges. While
the condition was a
little fragile, there was
much to celebrate and
obvious determination
to continue.

Recent activity has
connected new people
and ideas, and
collectively brought in
different strands to
continue building the
rich tapestry of the
The First Executive - photo from the OPWMAI archives
organisation. The social
collaboration and
The women of Otago were left a
interconnectedness of women, weaving
legacy by Dr Emily Siedeberg when she and stitching ideas and narratives
founded the Otago Pioneer Women's
together continues to add to the social
Memorial Association Inc. in 1936.
fabric and the pioneering women's
The building at 362 Moray Place was
spirit - all of which will surely take the
purchased by local women as a
Association forwards.
memorial to the Pioneer Women of
Otago, to recognise the hardships
women had suffered and the positive
contributions they had made in the
development of the nation.

OPWMAI welcomes new input and
is always open to new ideas for events
and activities. The hall is available for
hire at a reasonable rate - please call or
text Fay the secretary on 027 228 0596.
At the time, forty four women's
Membership of Otago Pioneer Women's
organisations supported the
Memorial Association is available at
organisation and each brought difl.erent $15 a year - please email:
threads and added a rich texture to the
otagopioneerwomen@gmail.com if you
developing fabric of OPWMAI.
would like to join. The Association is
also active on Facebook - please search
The Association has gone through ups
for Otago Pioneer Women's Memorial
and downs, at times being a bustling
Building.
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I've always had a love for food, I believe food has a
wonderful way of bringing people together. I've always
had a love and passion for baking ever since my nana first
taught me how to bake chocolate self saucing pudding.
For me baking has always been a way to relax or put off
something I need to do as I like to call it "procrastibaking".
I'm currently in my 3rd and final year ofmy degree, a
bachelor ofculinary arts, doing my final project.

•

When I heard we could design our own project my first
thought was of my family as this is a important value
to me. I wanted to be able to share my love for my nanas
recipes with people hence Daisy Chain Kitchen was born.
In case you were wondering where the name came from,
my nanas middle name is Margnerite which is French for
daisy and the chain is to represent the knowledge being
passed down through the generations.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my story and my
family's food with you.
Love Becks Bain
Vc,.,Uy CY\.CU¥\I K C¥\,€,,f'v

"(S)He who laughs, lasts."
Mary Pettibone Poole
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Drawing by Bridie Lonie (detail)

CALL FOR PAPERS AND PROPOSALS

We are pleased to announce our call for papers and proposals for the next special issue of Scope:
Fashion to be published in November 2019. Reflecting the diversity of contexts in which fashion
operates, is studied and practiced, the theme of this issue is ‘Fashion Fluid’. Authors are
encouraged to consider this theme broadly and we welcome submissions from all fields and
disciplines that contribute to critical debates and new understandings of fashion and the fashion
system.
We are open to a range of formats for inclusion, including: articles, perspectives, essays, designer
pages, exhibition reviews, project reports, photo essays. Proposals for other formats will also be
considered.
Your submission should include a 300 word abstract with clear title and up to 5 key words. Please
also include a short biography, including your institutional position and affiliation (where relevant);
and contact information (postal, email and telephone number). Please ensure this is provided as
a separate sheet from the abstract for review purposes.
For publication, all photographs require written copyright permission. Consent forms are
available on request. Please include low resolution images for the submission. Please note that
final images for publication need to be high resolution (300dpi), CMYK images.
Acceptance for inclusion will reflect an expectation for high standards of writing, proofreading
and adherence to the Chicago referencing style. For more information, please refer to the
Chicago Manual of Style and consult prior issues for examples. www.thescopes.org

The Dunedin School of Art offers hands-on studio learning
within a vibrant community, teaching transferable skills
preparing students for a wide range of careers.

Submissions should be sent to Pip McQuillan at pip.mcquillan@op.ac.nz
Submissions close 1st March 2019.
J03408

www.op.ac.nz/art
0800 762 786

Follow us: DunedinSchoolofArt

All submissions will undergo double blind peer review.

Scope: Contemporary Research Topics (Art & Design) is a peer-reviewed journal published annually in
November by Otago Polytechnic/Te Kura Matatini ki Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. The series Scope (Art &
Design) aims to engage discussion on contemporary research in the visual arts and design.

EBSCO Database: Scope: Contemporary Research Topics (Art & Design) is catalogued on the EBSCO Database
in recognition of academic quality and alignment with international peer review processes. An online version of
the journal is available free at www.thescopes.org; ISSN (for hardcopy version): 1177- 5653; ISSN (for online
version): 1177-5661. © 2017 the authors; © illustrations, the artists or other copyright owners, unless
otherwise indicated as reproduced per GPL or Creative Commons (CC) licenses.

